A&mct-Several new properties as well as simplified proofs of known propertks are developed for the mutual information rate between disaetetlme random processa whosedphabeQ~Borelsubse*lOf complete sepamble met& speces. In particulpr, the apymptotic properties of quantizers for such spaces provide a link with finitMlphabet processes and yield the ergodic decomposition of mutual information rate. Tb&a result is med to prove the eqmlity of stationary and ergodic pmcess distortioII-rate flmctions with the Wuaf dktortion-rate flmftion. An lmusIId defiIIition of mutual information rate for cuntin~alphabet pnxeaes is used, but it Is shown to be operationally appropriate and move mful mathematkally; it provide.9 an intuitive link between continuous-alphb-t and finite-alphabet process% and it allows gemxalizations of some fundamental results of ergodic theory that are useful for information theory.
INTRODUCTION
T HE MAJORITY of papers and books on information theory consider only random processes with finite or real-valued alphabets-those cases with well-defined probability mass functions or probability density functions. It is often useful to consider more general alphabets to include situations such as vector processes, function spaces, sequences of random fields, images, etc., and to facilitate extensions to continuous-time processes as in Berger [5] and Pursley and Gray [33] . The mutual information rate between random processes can be defined for general abstract alphabets as in Dobrushin [I] and Pinsker [2, eq. 5.4.11 . This definition has proved operationally useful in proving Shannon-McMillan type theorems as in Pinsker [2] , Marton [3] , and Kieffer [4] , which in turn can be used to develop coding theorems (e.g., Berger [5, p. 2851) . Unfortunately, however, this commonly accepted definition of mutual information rate lacks several desirable properties. First, no ergodic decomposition has been proved for abstract alphabets; that is, it has not been shown that the mutual information rate between stationary processes is an integral of the mutual information rates of the ergodic components. Such a result would be useful in studying the structure of information between stationary nonergodic processes. It would be a natural generalization of the ergodic decomposition of the Kolmogorov-Sinai invariant (the ergodic theory definition of entropy rate) of Jacobs [6] , [7] and Parthasarathy 181, and it would provide an approach to proving that distortion-rate functions can be defined as extrema either over ergodic processes or over stationary processes when the source is ergodic.
The second drawback of the common definition is that its basic form is fundamentally different from the ergodic theory definition of entropy rate of Kolmogorov and Sinai [ lo] -[ 131. In particular, mutual information rate is usually defined as the limit of a sequence of suprema over partitions of the alphabet spaces, while entropy rate is defined in the opposite manner as the supremum over partitions of a limit. This reversal of supremum and limit operations has several undesirable effects. It prevents the generalization to mutual information rate of some fundamental properties of entropy rate developed in ergodic theory. In particular, straightforward generalization of the Kolmogorov-Sinai theorem [ lo] -[ 131 and the Sinai-Rohlin theorem ([14] , [ 151, and [16, th. A and B] ) to mutual information rate does not seem possible with the usual definition.
In this paper an alternative definition of mutual information rate is proposed that overcomes the above difficulties and provides a mathematically useful and intuitive connection between continuous-and finite-alphabet random processes. This definition was introduced by Pinsker [2, th. 7 .2.1, eq. 51 but has apparently been studied little since. Not surprisingly, both definitions reduce to the usual definition when the alphabets are finite, but we shall argue that the definition used here is in many respects the more "natural" generalization to continuous spaces.
The approach adopted is to relate the mutual information rate and average distortion between processes having alphabets that are standard-Bore1 subsets of complete separable metric spaces-to that of finite-alphabet processes via quantization. Taking limits for increasingly "finer" quantizers then yields the desired results via standard integration theorems. This approach does not work for the more common definition of mutual information rate (except in the case of memoryless processes). In addition, the asymptotically accurate sequence of quantizers developed here does not depend on the particular distribution of the processes but only on the alphabets. One quantizer sequence therefore works for all distributions.
A theorem of Kieffer [17] (which uses the ergodic decomposition of information rate obtained here) is used to show that Shannon's distortion-rate function of a stationary source [5] , [18] can be defined as the minimum average distortion obtainable over all stationary processes 0018-9448/80/0700-0412$00.75 0 1980 IEEE having the given source as input and a constrained mutual information rate. This provides a process definition of distortion-rate functions and generalizes a finite-alphabet result of Gray, Neuhoff, and Omura [19] and a result of Marton [20] for a constrained class of sources with complete separable metric space alphabets. It is shown that if the source is also ergodic, the extremum can be taken over only ergodic processes-again generalizing a finitealphabet result of [19] . The information rate as defined here always exists for stationary processes, while the more common definition yields a rate that may not be well-defined even for stationary Gaussian processes.
In summary, we feel that because of its more general existence, operational significance, and structural properties, the definition of mutual information rate used here is the appropriate one for studying information and coding theorems in continuous-alphabet processes.
RANDOM~ARIABLESAND PROCESSES
Let (a, $?,P) be a probability space. Given a random variable U defined on (a, '$,P) and taking values in a measurable space (A,, ?iJ U), where A, is called the alphabet of U and %J3, is a u-field (or event space) of A,, denote the distribution of U by P,. That is, P, is the probability measure on the alphabet space (A,, a3,) defined by P,(F) = P({w: U(o) E F}). Given a collection of spaces (Aq, a3,), i E I, denote their Cartesian product by ~,~~(A~,~~)=(x~~.d~, xjEJa3,), where xjEJAq is the collection of all sequences a = { aj; j EJ}, aj E Aq, ~EJ, and xjEJaq is the u-field of subsets of XjiJAq generated by all rectangles of the form {a: 5 E 3; j E Z}, where Z is a finite subset of J and 1";. E 91 q, j E I.
A single-symbol quantizer for a process X= { X,}r=,, is a quantizer for the alphabet space (AxO, %X0) applied to successive samples of the process to produce a quantized process {q(X,)}F==, that we denote by q(X). We also define q(X)" = (4(X,), * * * , q(X, _ ,)). The corresponding index process is a&p(X) = {~&X,)}~=,,.
We also consider single-symbol quantizers for a pair process {X,,: Y,} consisting of an input quantizer described by ?? ,AxO,q, and an output quantizer described by %,A^,,r yielding the quantized process (q(X), r( Y)) = {4(X,), r( Y,J}T='=, and the index process ('Y&X), a%(Y)) = { cr&X,), a%( Y,J}F='=,. If (X, Y) is stationary (ergodic), so is (q(X),r( Y)) and (%?W)~ %2,( w Given a random process X= {X,}T=,, consisting of the sequence of random variables X,, defined on (a, F, P) and taking values in a common measurable space (A,", ax,) = (AxO, a*,), all n, let Px denote the distribution of the process. That is, Px is the probability measure on the sequence space (Z,, S,) = x ,"=O(Axn, '%J3,) defined by Standard Alphabets and Asymptotically Accurate Quantizers P,(F)=P({w: (X,(w),X,(o),...,)EF}).
We also consider pair processes (X, Y)= {X,, Y,}TcO with distribution Pxr on (z,,, s,,) = X ~',,(Axn X A yny ax" X B3,). The symbols X and Y are reserved for random processes. Various random variables are denoted by u, v, x,, Y,, X" =(X0,X,;. . ,X,-,), and Y" = ( YIJ, y,, * * * , Y,-,). If X is a two-sided process { X,,}z= --m, then the appropriate two-sided sequences are used.
In order to obtain a sequence of quantizers that provide an asymptotically accurate reproduction of the input and that asymptotically provide all of the information contained in the input, we henceforth assume that all alphabets are standard. A measurable space (A, 93) is standard (or a Borel space) if A is a Bore1 subset of a complete separable metric space and % is the class of Bore1 subsets of A. Given a standard space (A, 3) with metric d, let { iEi; i= 1,2;. * } be a countable dense set in A and define the class of sets 9 as the collection of all spheres of the form Let T denote the shift on any sequence space; for V,,n(Ci)= {a: aEA,d(a,L&) < l/n}, n= 1,2;. . , i= 1,2; * * shall always assume that partitions are measurable in the sense that their cells belon_g to the appropriate u-fields); 2) a reproduction alphabet A,= (4; i=O; . . ,119 IL-l}, (ii# 4, i#j; and 3) the quantizer mapping q: A,--+A, defined by q(a) = & if a E Pi. Note that 2, need not be a subset of A u Given a partition 9 of A,, define the index function (or q-name function) (Ye: A,-+{O, 1;. . ,119 II -l} by a9(a) = i, if a E Pi.
We can also write 4(a) = Cia&).
The index function can be thought of as an encoder of the quantizer, the decoder being the mapping of the index i into the reproduction symbol &. The overall mapping q is useful for studying the "accuracy" of the reproduction when a fidelity criterion is available; the index function is useful for studying the information content of the reproduction.
example, if XEZ,, then T(xO,xl; . .)=(x1,x2;. -). A process is stationary if its distribution is shift-invariant;
The class 9 is countable and it generates the u-field 3, e.g., X is stationary if Px( T-IF)= P,(F), all FE 5,. A that is, a = u(S )* process is ergodic if shift-invariant events have probability
We now use the class 9 = { Gi; i = 1,2,. . . VOL. IT-26, NO. 4, JULY 1980 V{ Gi, G,}, and, in general,
Each atom in 9 (m) has the form n y= ,GF, where GF = Gi or GiC. In particular, if $7 (m) = {P,(m); i = 0,l;. * ,jI??(m)l/-l}, then lts(rn)tl ~2~ and PO(m)= n;"=,G:.
For each m the partition 'G?(m) refines the partition $? (m -1) in the sense that each atom of ??(m -1) is a union of atoms in 9(m). Given a sequence of partitions 5?(m), define the class u,"=,??(m) as the collection of all of the atoms of all of the 9(m). For the given sequence of partitions, every member of u,"= ,9'(m) is in the field generated by 9, and every element of 9 can be written as a finite union of members of u,"=,'??(m). Hence %I = a( u ,"= 1C? (m)). Any sequence of partitions y(m), m = 1,2; . *, such that G?(m+l) refines 9(m), m=1,2,3;.* and such that 91 = a( u ,"-, 9 (m)) is said to asymptotically generate C?I . This is denoted by ~(9 (m)) t ??I .
The u-fields a(?? (m)) are increasing in that, if k <m, then u('??(m)) contains all of the members of u(??(k)). Their "limit" is the full u-field ??J in the sense that %!I is generated by all of the elements of all of the u(T(m)). Observe that since each 9(m) is finite, u(??(m)) is simply the finite field consisting of all finite unions of cells of 9 (ml.
To construct a sequence of reproduction alphabets a(m) for the given 9(m), we first fix a letter C&E A and then define A(m)= {ci,(m)} by &,(rn)-=&,; Z,(m) is an arbitrary point in P,(m). Let q,: A+A(m) be the corresponding quantizer mapping. By construction we have for any a E A that d(a, q,(a))+0 as m+oo and hence q,(a)+ a in the metric space A, yielding the following theorem.
Theorem I: Given a standard space (A, ??I ) with metric d, there exists a sequence of partitions 9(m), m,= 1,2,. . . , and a sequence of reproduction alphabets A(m), m= 1,2; * * ) with associated quantizer
The following two results develop implications of properties i) and ii) of the theorem when there is a probability measure p on (A, 3) (e.g., Px, on (AxO, axO)).
Corollary I: If p is a probability measure on a standard space (A, 33) with metric d, and if there exists a reference letter a* E A for y such that <d(a,a*)+d(a*,6,)+2, which is integrable by assumption. Thus the corollary follows from the theorem by the dominated convergence theorem.
Observe that no attempt is made to optimize the quantizers q, in the sense of minimizing the expected distance under p. The goal here is rather to obtain a single sequence of asymptotically accurate quantizers not depending on a particular measure such that the above corollary holds for any probability measure possessing a reference letter.
Results similar to the corollary using quantizers depending on the measure y and placing stronger assumptions on A have been developed by Sakrison [21] , Ziv [22] , Gray and Davisson [18] , Neuhoff [23] , and Neuhoff, Gray, and Davisson [24] .
Given two partitions ?? ={Pi; i=O;..,M-1) and 9" ={Pi'; iSO,. . . ,M-1) of (A,%) and a measure p on (A, %I ) define the partition distance [ 131 to be . The next corollary shows that if ~(9' (m)) t 9, then any measurable partition $i' of A can be well-approximated in the above sense by a partition 9 '= {P,'} with Pi' E ~(9 (m)), all i, if m is sufficiently large. Intuitively this means that membership in an atom of an arbitrary partition can be determined with high probability by looking at a fine quantization of the symbol instead of the symbol itself. This result plays a fundamental role in studying the mutual information between processes in the next section.
Lemma 1: Given a probability space (A, 3, p) a sequence of partitions a(9 (m)) t 3, a measurable partition C? ={Pi; i=O;** ,M-l} of A, and e>O, there exists for m sufficiently large a partition 9' = {Pi'; i = 0, * . . ,M -I>, Pi'E@(m)), such that ($7' -'Y'(<(E. Properties iii)-v) follow immediately from ii) (see, for example, Ash [26, p. 2511 ).
Properties ii)-iv) are useful because they describe the various u-fields involving the original random processes in
terms of limits of increasing finite fields generated by the quantizer outputs.
proving the result.
INF~R~~ATI~N
Given standard spaces (A.,,, ax,) and (AYO, '?B3,), let C?(m),~?,(m), and q,, m = 1,2; . . denote the sequence of partitions, reproduction alphabets, and quantizer mappings for (AxO, %3X0) promised by Theorem 1 and let 2(m), ar(m), and r,,,, m = 1,2,. . . denote the corresponding sequence for (A r,, 3 r,).
Given a random variable U defined on (Q, %,P) and taking values in a space (A,, au), define C?(U) as the u-field induced by U. Intuitively, 3(U) contains all events in C? whose outcomes can be determined by observing U. Given the partition C? (m) of Ax0 and the induced partition X~pL(C?(m))={X~p'(P,(m)); i=O,1;..,1]91]--1) of C,, we have by construction that Given random variables U and V defined on (a, 4, P) and taking values in measurable spaces (A., %I (/) and (A vf 91 v), let P,, denote their joint distribution. That is, P,, is a probability measure on (A (Iy, 91 uV), where A (IV = A,xA,, %uv is the product u-field (the u-field of subsets of A,X A, generated by all sets of the form F X G, FE$,, G E %!I V), and P,,(F) = P( {w: (U(o), V(w)) E F}). The mutual information between U and V is defined by PI> PI P&P, X Qj> I( u, v> = rt E E PAPi x Qj)lOg p > i j ii) for any n as m+c0 The entropy of a random variable U is given by H(U) = %%(m,(X,>) t I', Z( U, U). If A, is finite then w%(m,( r,>) t FJ( r,). H(U)= -z Pr(U=u)logPr(U=u) As a consequence of ii), it follows that UEA, iii) for any n > k as m-+cc and hence in general
%P(m,(xo)~-* * ~~Tp(rn)(Xrn))~~(XO,X1~. * * 13
Let P,, y v denote the product probability measure of P,,
-. w%(m)( YCJY. . * > %Lpn,( L)) t F( yo, y,, * * .I; and P,. If P,, is absolutely continuous with respect to v) For two-sided processes as m+oo P u x v, then there is an information density i&u, v) (given by the logarithm of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ~((y~p(,~(x~,),~~~,~9~,~(x,))~~(~~~,X-,,Xo,X,,~~~), VOL. IT-26, NO. 4, JULY 1980 Theorem 1 that for any distribution P,,
We require the following technical lemma for later use. Lemma 2: Given random variables U and V defined on (a, 9, P), let ]I. I] denote the L'(P) norm on real-valued functions: l]fl] = j/f] dP. If ?? and 9' are partitions of A, and 9 refines 9' and if 2 and 2' are partitions of A, and 9, refines 2', then (We use natural logarithms here; the e-' is replaced by (2 log,e)/e if log, is desired.) Proof: Define fi= a9(U), f= a9( V), fi= c+(U), f = CX& V). Since 9 refines 9 ' and 9 refines 9' there are mappings f and g such that I?= f( c!?) and ?=g( ?). With the common abuse of notation we define for any finitealphabet random variable W the probability mass function p(w) = Pr( W= w) and, if f is a function, p(f(w)) = Pr( f( W) = f(w)). The left side of the above inequality can be evaluated as
where [a]-is a if a < 0 and 0 if a >O. Since p(t;,t?) = p(li,6,f(fi),f(t?)), we have that p(G,t?)/p(f(zi),g(C)) is the conditional probability mass function p(ti,C] f(Z;),g(tT))= Pr(fi=t, f=GIf(fi)=f(ti), g($)=g(t?)).
By similar manipulations on the other terms the rightmost term above becomes -2 Ix p(f(tz),g(;)lp(lz,~lf(ti),g(6))
. P(k4f(GT(fi)) [ P(k4f(Gds>) P(4f(fi))P(4 g(4) logP(~lf@NP(~l g(6)) 1 .
Since a log a > -1 /e, this term is bound above by 2e-' ~,p(f(t;),g(s))p(t;lf(ti))~(~l g(3) li,G =2e-' z Pr(f (Q=a,g(@=b) a Ef(Ao) bEg (Ap) . ( if the limit exists. (We consider extended real-valued limits; that is, a limit can be infinite.) The crucial difference is that f involves a limit of suprema over n-dimensional quantizers of AiO and AGO, while Z* involves a supremum of the rates of one-dimensional quantizers. The immediate difference is that the limit defining r need not exist even if {X,, Y,,} is stationary (and Gaussian!), while Z* is well-defined for all stationary processes. We here develop several properties of Z* and later give it operational significance in a Shannon coding theorem. We first observe that f and Z* are clearly equal when Ax0 and AyO are finite. Pinsker's theorems 7.4.2 and 10.2.1 provide several conditions under which Z* = Z for stationary twosided processes. In particular Z* = Z if the following conditions hold. 1) There is an s > 0 such that jlc n-'I(( * * ~,x-*,x-',xO)' (X,,-,X,))=O or a similar equality holds for the { Y,} process. This is a form of asymptotic independence of the "future" wsxs+l~~ * . ) given the "past" (. . + ,X-i,Xo).
2) The processes are jointly Gaussian with both {X,} and { Y,} nonsingular. 3) Either Z(X,,( . + + , X-,, X-i)) < co or Z( Yo,(* * * , Y-,, Y-i)) < co ; for example, if either Ax0 or A, is finite.
Mutual information rate can also be defined as a supremum over the rates of more general digitizations than single-symbol quantizations. In particular, a slidingblock code f of a process {X,} consists of a measurable partition 9 ={Pi; i=O;.. , M -1 >, of the sequence space Z, and a reproduction alphab_et Ax0 = {ii; i = 0, * * * , Ml} and an encoder f: Z,+AxO defined by f(x)=ri, if x E Pi. The encoder views an entire source sequence x and produces an output process z,(x)=f (T"x) for all n. Single-symbol quantization is a special case where f(x)= 4(x,), that is, the encoder depends on the sequence x only through the' single symbol x,. The following lemma shows that the mutual information rate Z*(X, Y) can also be defined as a supremum over these more general slidingblock codes. The lemma follows easily from Lemma 1, Theorem 2, and Shield's lemma 8.3 [13] . The proof is omitted as a more general result for arbitrary stationary codes is given in Pinsker [2, th. 7.2.1, pt. 51.
Lemma 3: Given a stationary pair process (X, Y) = {X,, Y,} with standard alphabets and sliding-block codesf of X and g of Y, denote by Z*(f,g) the mutual information rate between the jointly stationary output processes. Thaz !s, if .J?n = f(T"X), ?n =g( T"Y), then Z*(f,g)= Z*(X, Y). We have z*cx y> = "/",p z*tf,g) where the supremum is over all sliding-block codes f of X and g of Y.
From the lemma, H*(X) can be identified as the ergodic theoretic definition of the entropy of the shift transformation T for the measure Px, that is, the general Kolmogorov-Sinai definition of entropy rate [ lo]-[ 131. This allows the use of several well-known properties of H* and points out that Z* is the appropriate generalization of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy rate to mutual information rate for the machinery of ergodic theory to be applicable-an observation made by Feinstein in his English translation of Pinsker [2] . The next theorem is an example of such an application and shows that Z*(X, Y) can be evaluated as the limit of a sequence of information rates of finite-alphabet approximations. This generalizes the That is, the mutual information rate of a process is given by the limit of the rates of the finite-alphabet processes {qJX,,),r,,,( Y,)} as m+oo. Furthermore the limit is increasing in m.
Proof From Pinsker [2, th. 6.2.11 since T(m+ 1) refines 9 (m) and 9(m + 1) refines 2(m), z*G%(*)w>~ %(m)( >> Y is increasing with m and hence either converges to a finite limit or diverges to infinity. First assume that Z*(X, Y)< co and let 9 and $2, approximately yield Z*(X, Y); that is, given E > 0, Z*((Y~(X), a&Y)) > Z*(X, Y) -e/2. From Theorem 1, Lemma 1, (l), and Shield's lemma 8.3 [ 131, we can choose m so large that lZ*(q(X), ad Y)) -Z*(q(,)(X), a%,,J 01 <r/2. Hence Z*(++,,JX), a+)( Y)) > Z*(X,,Y) -e, proving the theorem. The result follows in a similar manner if Z*(X, Y) = co and hence Z*(a,,,(X), a%,,,)( Y)) diverges to infinity.
Observe in particular that one sequence of quantizers works for all distributions. Furthermore the quantizers above actually need only satisfy ii) of Theorem 2-property i) is not used.
An immediate application of the previous theorem is the ergodic decomposition of mutual information rate. Henceforth for simplicity let (a, 9) =(xxy, S,,) be the sequence space representation of the pair process and X,(x,y) = xi, q(x,y) =yi, i = 0, 1,2, * . + be the coordinate random variables, hence P = Px,. The ergodic decomposition theorem [28]- [30] states that there is a family of stationary and ergodic measures Px, on (Z,,, S,,), (x,y) E EXYY such that P,(F) is a measurable function of (x,y) for any FE S,, and that for any stationary measure P f'(F) = j$P'W'tx,Y)~ FE sxy, thus any stationary measure P can be expressed as a mixture of the stationary ergodic components Pv, (x,y) E I: XY' We refer to {P,} as the ergodic decomposition of P. If Ax0 and AyO are finite, then it follows from (2) and the ergodic decomposition of entropy rate [28]-[30] that Z,*(x, y) = j-Z&(X Y>dP(x,y), where the subscript denotes the underlying probability measure on (a, '%) = (Z,,, s,,). If Ax0 or A, is not finite, let q and r be s$g!e-symbol quantizers for X and Y, respectively, let (a, 9') = (&r(x),r(y), Sq(x),r(y)), and define it?,: z dxhp+Adxo) by J?n(.?,p) = $, and ?,,: ~:4CX~,rCY)+ A r(ya by Y,(&y^)=yn. Define the stationary measure P on (6, $) by F(P) = P((q(X), r{Y)) E P) _and the st$ioFary (and ergodic) me_asures Px, on (a, 9) by P,(F)= Px,,((q(X), 4 YN E F), (x,Y) E zxy. We have
VOL. IT-26, NO. 4, JULY 1980 the information rate of (a9(X),~a( Y)) when (X, Y) has distribution P,.+,. Corollary 2: Given a stationary pair process (X, Y) with standard alphabets and ergodic decomposition {P,}, GY(hY) = $t", i~~,m,(x),n,,,,(Y)(X,Y), P-a.e.
If also Zp*(X, Y) < co, then the limit is also true in an L'(P) sense.
Proof: From Theorem 2 and the preceeding discussion and the terms are increasing with m. Hence if Zp*(X, Y) < co, Zp* (X, Y) is integrable from the previous theorem and L'(P>" convergence follows from the monotone convergence theorem.
Thus in general i$,(x,y) is the limit of the finite-alphabet asymptotic densities i~9(_,(xj,n~,,(yj as m+bo.
The following theorem generalizes Pinsker's theorems 8.2.1 and 4.2.2 [2] which are valid for ergodic stationary pair processes and yield convergence in probability. The result is useful in proving quite general coding theorems-in particular Kieffer's general source coding theorem [ 171 which is used in the next section. If we take q, and r, as in the previous theorem, then the above formula and the monotone convergence' theorem together yield the ergodic decomposition of information rate.
Theorem 4: Given a stationary pair process {X,, Y,} with standard alphabets with stationary distribution P having ergodic components { Px.}, then 1:(X, Y) = j-Z;JX, Y>dP(w).
Again, no such result is directly. obtainable for x Note that if we have two stationary distributions P, and P2 for {X,,, Y,} and form their mixture P =Ap, +(l -A)P2,h E (0, l), then the theorem implies (assuming the rates are finite)
that is, information rate is a linear function of the distribution. This is a generalization of Breiman's [31] result for entropy. We observe, however, that Breiman's techniques could be used here to prove this result without the assumption of standard alphabets. For a stationary pair process with finite alphabets A, and A,,,, define the asymptotic mutual information density i:y by isy(x,y) = Li% n-'i,.,.(x",y"), where from the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem this limit exists P-almost everywhere (P-a.e.) and in L'(P). If the process is also ergodic, then i;y(x,y)= Zp*(X, Y). In the general stationary case with finite alphabets, Parthasarathy [32] showed that for an ergodic decomposition {P,}, i$y(x,y) = Z:*(X, Y), P-a.e. This suggests the following definition for general stationary pair processes with standard alphabets. Fix an ergodic decomposition {P,..} of P and define
The following results provide alternative characterizations and operational significance, for i$y. Given partitions 9 of Ax0 and 2 of A,, define the asymptotic density i&xXa,(yj(~, y) of the stationary finite-alphabet index process (a&X), a%( Y)) considered as a function of x,y, that is, -(a,(&)),*.
. > ~&,-l)~~~L(Yo)~-* %dYn-1))
which limit exists P-a.e. and in L'(P) by the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem. Furthermore, from Parthasarathy [32] and the previous theorem
We now change notation slightly to conform better to the appropriate literature. See, in particular, Berger [5, ch. 71 and Gray and Davisson [ 181. Let {X,}r---03 be a stationary process (called a source) with alphabet (At, 9) = (A,", aw,), all n, and fix a reproduction alphfbet (A, '33) =(A+ ai"), all n. We assume that A and A are each subsets of a c?mplete separable metric space with metric d and that 3 ('33) contains the Bore1 subsets of A(a) under d. Let p: A x a+[O, cc) be a fixed distortion measure and let {p,} be the corresponding single-letter fidelity criterion, that is, It was suggested by a reviewer that because of the more general distortion measures allowed by Marton's r formulation, f might be more natural then Z* in this application. We feel, however, that this is not the case since the set ?I';( p) is not well-defined in the sense that there is no simple necessary and sufficient condition for r to exist and hence for Pxk to be in ?I':( p). In addition, the set '??i( EL) is not known to be a convex set in general and hence properties of the infimum over ??i( y) cannot be inferred using convex programming arguments. On the contrary, '3'S',< p) is convex by the ergodic decomposition and it is well-defined by the stationary and I* constraints since Z* always exists. As was also pointed out by this referee, however, the principal operational significance of mutual information rate is the "information stability" property or generalized Shannon-McMillan-Brieman theorem of Theorem 5, and this is only known to hold for general stationary processes if j exists and equals I*.
n-1 pn(x",P)=n-li~op(xi,2i), X"EA", PEA".
Let p = Px denote the distribution of {X,} and let p" denote its restriction to (A, '% >" = X ~,-d(A~, a-&, that is, pn = Pp. Let D(R,p) denote the distortion-rate function of the source ~1 relative to the single-letter fidelity criterion {p,,}. That is, where Q,,(R) is the collection of all regular-c?nditional probability measures 4"(. Ix"), x" E A ", on (A, $3 )" yielding a distribution Pxn,in specified by
such that I(X",J?') <R. Gray, Neuhoff, and Omura [19] provided a process characterization of the distortion-rate function for finitealphabet sources. They proved that if Ts( cl) is the class of all stationary distributions Px,g for the process {X,,J?"} for which Px = p, then
Thus the distortion-rate function can also be defined as -an infimum over stationary pair processes with constrained information rate instead of a limit of infima over constrained informations. Marton [20] provided a similar characterization of rate-distortion functions in terms of r of sources having separable metric space alphabets, general distortion measures, and a constraint on the source that ensures that the mutual information rate f(X,& exists and is finite for all stationary distributions PxgE C?,(p). In particular, if we define C!?i( p) as the class of all jointly stationary distributions Px* for which Px = p and &X, Y) exists, then Marton's result implies for all distortion measures p. We here show that under various assumptions on p relating to the underlying metric d, relation (4) is valid for all stationary sources p.
It was also shown in [19] that if p has a finite alphabet and is stationary and ergodic, and q',(p) is the class of all stationary and ergodic pair distributions Pxi with Px = p, then
PxgETP,(p): I*(X,r?)<R 4&& RJ7
(5) This provides a distortion-rate analog of the corresponding result of Parthasarathy [8] for process definitions of channel capacity. We also show that (5) holds for the more general case. 4 There exists a reference letter a* l 2 for which E,p(X,,a*)= /%4xMxo~a*) < 00, a*Ea,
and a is finite.
b) cl p is bounded and for each X,EA p(x,, *) is upper semicontinuous. Equation (6) holds, p is upper semicontinuous, and p(x,, 2,) =f(d(x,, 2s)) where f is nondecreasing and 4 lim:u,z<co, forsomea>O.
Equation (6) holds, 2 is totally bounded and p(x,, 2,) =f(d(x,, a,)), where f is nondecreasing, continuous, and for some a > 0.
4 Equation (6) IT-26, NO. 4, JULY 1980 Comments: All of the conditions include or imply (6) for all m. Since q,JR) is a finite-alphabet process, Pinswhich essentially is necessary for a distortion-rate func-ker's theorem 7.4.2 [2] implies tion to be operationally useful [5] , [ 181, [17] . Upper semicontinuity ensures that the properties of good quantizers pl n-'Z(X",q,(2)")=I(X,q,(R p(x,,q,JR,)) for all m such that Proof: Fix R > 0, choose l > 0 and R ' <R so that j-d%&%,,-%,) < 00, D(R',p) < D(R, p) + e/2. Choose 6 > 0 so that 6 < min(e/2, R-R'). Since (6) is satisfied throughout, from it will follow from (11) and Fatou's lemma (e.g., Ash [26, Kieffer [17, th. 61 there is a finite s$ A" of 2 -and a p. By assumption f(d(x,, 2,)) = p(x,, 2,) and f(d(x,, a*)) = p(x,,a*) are integrable and we now show that with condition c) so is the rightmost expression above, which will complete the proof for condition c). Note that in the case f(d)= d' this is easy since then the rightmost expression above is simply 4'p(x,, a,,) + 4'p(x,, a*) + 4'(d(a*, 8,) + 2)', which is integrable. Condition c) implies
and hence we can choose M so large that if r >M then f(4r)/f(r) < 2C. Therefore we have, for example, that
hence f(4d(X,,f,J) is integrable. A similar argument shows that alsof(4d(X,,a*)) is integrable and so g(X,,g,J must be integrable, completing the proof for c).
For case d) again choose Pxi E yu,( p) with Z*(X,R) < R and jp(X,,X,)dPxg < co, choose '7 >0 so that f(r + a) < [Oim sup ftx + 4/f(x)) + IIf( r > 7, and
By continuity of f we m_ay choose 0 <6 <a so f(r + 6) < f(r)+ e/2, r < t.*S@ce A is totally bounded, cho:se a quantizer q of (A, '%!I) such that d(& q(i)) < 6 all f EA. We now have
which, with (10) with 4 replacing q,, yields (12) as before and thereby completes the proof.
If condition e) is met, then (4) follows as in Marton [20] and (5) as previously shown here. Alternatively, condition e) implies from Pinsker's theorem 7.4.2 [2] that n-'1(X", Y")+I*(X, Y) as n-+cc and the proof of (9) follows as in the finite-alphabet case (as does Marton's proof).
DISTORTION-RATE FCJNCTIONS OF QUANTIZED

SOURCES
In the special case where the underlying metric is used as the distortion measure, the previous results easily yield an interesting relation between the distortion-rate function of a source and that of q_ua$zed versions of the source. Let {X,}, (A, ?i3 ), and (A, 93) be as in the previous section. Let 4 be a quantizer of (A, ??I ). Letting e-+0 gives D(RPx) <D (R,P,(,,) +Ed(qtX,),X,), which completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 3: Let {X,} be a stationary process {X,} with alphabet space (A, % ) and reproduction space as before and with a reference letter a* so that / dPxd(Xo,a*) < co.
If %I, m= 1,2;. . are the quantizers of (A, 33) from Theorem 1, then D(R,P,) = JTa D (R, Pqm~x~) .
That is, the distortion-rate function of a source is given as the limit of the distortion-rate functions of asymptotically accurate single-symbol quantized versions of the source.
Proof: This follows from the previous theorem and Corollary 1.
Theorem 7 has the following interpretation: suppose one observes data from an analog source and wishes to estimate its distortion-rate function so as to know its data compression capabilities. If a huge amount of data were available, one could construct a reasonable continuousalphabet model via density estimation techniques and then evaluate D(R,p) analytically or numerically. With a moderate or small amount of data, however, it would be difficult to estimate densities from relative frequencies. Theorem 7 suggests that, instead of trying to develop a continuous model from the data, one can instead quantize the observed data in a sufficiently coarse manner so that the relative frequencies of the quantized data converge sufficiently to have confidence in the discrete model and hence in its distortion-rate function. The discrete model will indeed be "sloppy," but the point is that one knows how sloppy by keeping track of the quantization error in the measurement quantization. It would be interesting and potentially useful to develop such trade-offs between rate of convergence of relative frequencies and the sample quantization error versus the coarseness of the discrete model. "Uber die struktur der mittleren entropie," Math. Z., vol. 78, pp. 33-43, 1962 . K. R. Parthasarathy, "On the integral representation of the rate of a stationary channel," Ill. .Z. Math., vol. 5, pp. 299-305, 1961. A. N. Kolmogorov, "A new invariant for transitive dynamical systems," Dokl. Akad. Nauk. SSSR, vol. 119, pp. 861-864, 1958 
